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There are images which unconsciously stick to our minds in such a way that we later see them appear 

in the most unsuspected of places. The way by which ideas or images establish relationships in the 

very back of our brains is something that fascinates me. The rationalisation of these arbitrary 

convergences only comes about –if it does– long after the subconscious has presented them to us in 

the form of lucid hallucinations. Something along these lines occurred to me two days ago. Before 

leaving home to visit an exhibition, I watched a wildlife documentary on the television. An hour later, 

amid the colourful smudges of Carlos León’s (Ceuta, 1948) large abstract paintings I began to see the 

feathered bodies of Australian cassowaries. 

 

I found myself looking at a great triptych at the beginning of the exhibition as if I were staring at the 

clouds, trying to make out human or animal forms among them. To look at these abstract stains in 

such a way, though, is to not fully grasp that this is richly dense painting. The paintings of Carlos León 

are evocations, not descriptions. It is for that reason that I also think that there are no wrong 

interpretations. These abstractions can be many things. The things they suggest to me might not have 

anything to do with what they suggest to the viewer standing next to me, and yet we will both agree 

that these paintings possess the evocative quality that, in short, makes us call them art. In the works of 

Carlos León I see feathers, flowers, landscapes, blood stains. They all possess an undeniable organic 

presence, of something living. 

 

Why is it that the word “Baroque” comes to mind when ones carefully examines these compositions? 

Maybe because of the way they revel in pure plastic form, in curves and counter-curves, in the density 

of paint itself. Carlos León paints directly with his fingers, obtaining effects which could hardly be 

attained by the use of a paintbrush or a palette knife. It is perhaps the somewhat nebulous effect 

achieved through this manual smudging that makes these paintings open to so many interpretations. 

 

Nebulous effects, but also aquatic. Of all the things these paintings evoke for me, the one I am most 

seduced by is drops of ink or blood slowly dissolving in water. Again, technique and aesthetics are 

inseparable. Carlos Leon’s is, no doubt, gestural painting, but not in the way that Franz Kline’s or 

Pollock’s is. When one looks at Carlos León’s most pictorially dense paintings, the colours seem 

unstable, there is a reverberation in them which makes one think that the paint is to some degree still 
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alive, that, at an excruciatingly slow speed, it continues to move even though there is no painter there 

to manipulate it. It is clear that these abstract paintings are anything but decorative motifs. 

 

The lively and organic character of Carlos León’s paintings makes me think again of the documentary I 

was watching before I visited the exhibition. It has nothing to do with the fact that the paintings 

sometimes resemble this or that element of nature. Carlos León is a different kind of biologist: on a 

plain surface and using solely abstract fields of colour, he seems to be able to poetically bring together 

the whole variety of wildlife that the documentaries must necessarily expose in a rational and 

descriptive manner. His paintings are not educational, they are invitations to extract our own 

interpretations from the depths of our memories. No matter what these may be, there is no doubt 

that the works of Carlos León possess the multiplicity of meanings reserved to art with a capital A. 

 

Carlos León. Pink Requiem. Sala Alcalá 31. Alcalá, 31. Madrid. Until 22 November. 

 

 
Pink Requiem 5 (2010). Oil on dibond, 236 x 186 cm. 
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